Make It Real and Seal the Deal
The Power of Virtual Reality in Sales Presentations

You did the hard part. You got
your foot in the door, and now
it’s time to make your pitch. Are
you ready to demo your product
and explain why it will make your
client’s life easier and give a
powerful boost to their business?
There’s just one problem. Your
product is too big, complex,
inaccessible, delicate, or even
dangerous to transport and
showcase in all its physical
glory to the decision maker. How
do you make it real? How do you
help them envision your product’s
full potential in the precious few
minutes they’ve given you?
Increasingly, virtual reality is the
communications tool that enables
sales teams to make it real and
seal the deal. Read this white
paper to understand exactly how
VR can resolve critical sales roadblocks and empower your team
to enthusiastically & effectively
showcase
your
products,
designs, and services.

Key Industry Issues in Showcasing Products
Everyone knows that VR offers entrancing, magical experiences to consumers, powerful teaching tools for
educators, and innovative opportunities for news reporting. In fact, VR is currently displaying impressive
market traction. In 2016, reports Deloitte, sales for VR programming and display hardware broke through
the $1 billion mark.
But what about virtual reality as a communication tool for business? In 2017, professional VR tools are
on track to expand because they resolve critical problems confronting sales organizations. In fact, sales
teams everywhere are increasingly recognizing that PowerPoints, mockups, and blueprints fail to effectively
communicate their product’s utility, much less excite clients with the elegance of its design. Moreover,
oftentimes the product or service presents difficulties when trying to demo it live or offer proof of concept.
Does your product pose one of these problems for sales presentations?
•

Large and challenging or expensive to transport

•

Difficult to explain because of technical complexities (for example, server racks, software
infrastructure, highly customized solutions)

•

Costly to create samples or mockups

•

Inaccessible due to location (underground, build to specification)

•

Potentially dangerous to viewers or easily damaged by interactions with untrained users

These are issues that are causing leading companies to turn to VR to resolve. Firms worldwide are
discovering that VR delivers an engaging, hands-on, up-close demo when logistic issues and transport costs
block live, physical presentation of their product. Furthermore, VR offers powerful communication advantages
over alternative forms of display such as models and PowerPoints and even over actual physical products.
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VR: Already Driving Sales
Consider for a moment the many logistical nightmares confronting the
sales team at Premursa, design leaders for Paramount’s upcoming
amusement park in southeastern Spain.

Premursa seized on virtual reality as the precise tool that would let
them showcase their product to potential partners around the world.
They could exhibit all the design, details, and the fabulous excitement
they were building into the theme park—without incurring the costs
of creating, much less transporting physical mockups. With VR, the
Premursa sales team needed only to set up two screens and unbox a
few VR tracking cameras and computers and they were ready to demo,
enticing investors with a virtual taste of the rides and all their thrills and
chills.

Premursa needed to demo to investors the profit potential of its theme
park before they actually initiated construction on any of the park’s rides,
exhibits, or attractions. Without taking partners on real scream-inducing
roller-coasters, how could they communicate the park’s excitement?
And beyond the thrills, how could Premursa preview to partners the
physical siting and visual display that will efficiently move future
customers around the park?

Or consider how Siemens, the largest manufacturing and electronics
company in Europe, took advantage of virtual reality to create fast, effective
proof of concepts for potential clients.
At tradeshows and on-site demos, Siemens begins by presenting clients
with a full range of service station design elements, including multiple
options for fuel dispensers, payment terminals, and media, along with
overall architectural layouts. Then using a VR platform designed by
WorldViz, they stage the chosen components in a 3D simulated space.
Wearing an Oculus Rift VR headset, the customer walks through the
environment for a powerful, firsthand, immersive experience of the service
station they just designed. Numerous clients are sold before they even
finished the demo. Think of the hassles and costs of showcasing all those
different design options in their physical reality without employing VR!

Watch the video

As these examples make clear, VR offers sales teams a potent presentation
tool to clearly and contagiously communicate their product’s potential in
all its physical glory and technical detail without incurring the costs and
logistical nightmares connected with exhibiting actual physical products.
Businesses spend a staggering $1.25 trillion globally on business travel
per year and waste exorbitant amounts of time on logistics.

“With VR, my team is no longer plagued by over-the-top shipping
expenses for large showcase equipment, no more write-offs for broken
machinery, no more excuses to not demo a custom solution, and no need
for physical mock-ups or prototypes.”
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Five Hidden Advantages of VR for Sales Teams
Sure VR offers an innovative solution to such problems as crushing travel costs and nightmarish shipment issues in
delivering sales demos. But as a cutting-edge demo solution, VR also offers five other, typically unrecognized advantages:

1

Among all the sales representatives competing for
attention with emails pitches, cold calls, trade show
booths, and just plain knocking on doors, it’s often
hard to stand out and make a lasting impression on
potential customers. But VR injects a well-recognized
pizzazz into your presentations. Audiences never
get tired of the physical sensations they get from
stepping into a 3D virtual world and experiencing it as
breathtakingly real while knowing it’s entirely simulated.
Around every VR display there typically grows a buzz
and an eager crowd of prospects waiting their turn to
experience the excitement of a virtual world.

2

3

The Wow Factor

VR product presentations combine the sensory with
didactic elements in unique, unmatchable ways. In fact,
when showcasing a product, VR takes your client on a
voyage of discovery. More precisely, the VR environment lets
participants intensely explore products from three different
perspectives that can’t be fully duplicated by either typical
2D presentation or actual physical mockups:
•

The big view: VR delivers an overarching view of the
design or product in 3D, with the ability to easily shift
angles of view or get the eagle’s eye perspective of
overall design and physical layout.

•

Up close: Zoom in and visually inspect with millimeter
precision such technical details as engineering
components, minute computer chips, or deep inside
inaccessible HVAC piping. VR enables participants to
view design specifications they never could in real life
and see them in context.

•

The human perspective: Often missing from blueprints,
PowerPoints, or architectural models, VR allows clients
to view a project at a realistic life-size scale. Participants
can walk around the product, examining its layout and
size from the perspective of those who would actually
use it.

An Enduring Impression

That pizzazz along with the sensory isolation that
accompanies immersion into a VR environment means
your customer is giving you their undivided attention.
The simulated world occupies their entire field of vision
with no possible distractions—a dream come true
for marketing and sales teams. The unique visceral
experience of VR also delivers a lasting impression and
helps build strong emotional brand connections.

The VR Voyage of Discovery
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4

Easy Modification and Display

Unlike actual physical products, VR environments can be customized to your prospect’s
requirements or modified in seconds by interchanging pre-existing components or flipping
through design alternatives. Sales reps can easily create presentations like a PowerPoint
slide deck—no programming required.

5

Deliver Demos to Remote Clients and Work Teams

Sales teams can showcase products and designs in immersive 3D to remote clients or
geographically dispersed work teams with zero need for travel. Using such VR programs as
WorldViz’s Skofield, you can invite participants to join a virtual reality environment online
for a shared virtual experience. Participants move around the simulated space to inspect
the product, interact with and annotate VR objects, measure distances, or even use a
virtual laser pointer. Travel costs will be sharply reduced and the sales cycle accelerated
without compromising face-to-face time.

The Takeaway
Virtual reality offers sales teams a powerful,
innovative tool to showcase products in ways never
before seen. Stepping into a simulated 3D world
will set fire to your client’s imagination while letting
them actively explore your product in its full lifesize functionality—from its overall visual display
and physical siting down to its most minute
technical specifications. An immersive virtual
environment offers a captivating method to easily
engage and educate prospects. At the same time,
VR resolves critical issues for sales organizations,
most notably how to cut the escalating cost of
travel and how to stand out from the competition.

Want to learn more? Need more guidance?
With our decade-long experience in helping firms and professionals find exactly the right VR solution, the
WorldViz team can help you select the perfect, affordable VR setup to meet your professional needs.

About WorldViz
WorldViz is the industry leader in immersion-ready virtual reality (VR) solutions. WorldViz’s patent-pending interactive visualization and
simulation technologies are deployed across 1500+ Fortune 500 companies, academic institutions and government agencies.
WorldViz’s core products are Vizard, the premier development platform for professional VR application design, and VizMove, the world’s
only enterprise-class VR software and hardware solution. WorldViz also offers PPT, a high-precision wide-area motion tracking system,
as well as professional consulting and content creation services. WorldViz technology enables users to replace physical processes with
immersive virtual methods. Applications range from design visualization and industrial training to interactive education and scientific research.
www.worldviz.com
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